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This video demonstrates how to login and run reports using the Avaya CMS Supervisor R16.3 Installation and Getting Started.

The instructions below describe how to configure Avaya CMS Supervisor using Back at the Avaya CMS Supervisor window, click Connect, and select Login.

Unveil ISV Tested. CMS Supervisor R17 by Avaya Inc. Versions: 15.0, 14.0, 13.0, 12.0 and 11.0. File name: acsRun.exe. We do not have CMS at this time. What Avaya calls BCMS reports is mostly, running monitor commands then printing the output, example: 'monitor bcms split'.

This version of CMS Supervisor is backward compatible to CMS Release 14. (CMS Releases Your SSO login does not have any Sold-To's associated to it. I am running CMS Supervisor V 16.2.KC.12 If I select manual login, I can log into the servers with no issue. If I uncheck that box, it just sits at Initializing. All Avaya products are easy to integrate. Avaya CMS Supervisor supports your is to provide all soft phone functionality viz. soft phone login, call transfer, hold etc. Road to IP Telephony Mechanical / Stronger Manual Operator Exchanges.
Web Service interfaces from Avaya IP Office to provide voicemail, wakeup call, Select the Supervisor Settings sub-tab, and enter a desired Login Code. UMB Informatec User's Manual, Version 7.2.9, available as part of UMB installation.